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-Add or modify Exif data and text records in photos, such as artist, copyright, date, GPS data, image resolution, lens focal length, lens aperture, light metering mode, shutter speed and device manufacturer. -Edit Exif data in image with intuitive interface. -View all Exif data records of a photo, add comments, edit text, or modify type of data record.
-Add or modify all kinds of Exif tags and records -Export Exif data as a template file or TXT or standard XML format file. -Load Exif data as a template file or TXT or standard XML format file. -Import and export Exif data with any standard EXIF format files or TXT/XML files. -Powerful batch process. -Editing features is so easy for users to

operate it. -Support the most popular digicam make and make of smart phones now, such as Canon, Nikon, Samsung, HTC, LG etc. -The program support a number of languages, such as English, German, French, Japanese, Korean, Chinese, Italian, Arabic, Spanish, etc. -PowerExif supports multi-language code, UNICODE and UTF-8. -PowerExif
for Windows and Mac -Batch process: a lot of pictures could be processed at once, such as photos taken at Christmas and New Year. -Data template. -Record text: you can add title for a photo, set focus point position, modified date and so on, -Camera settings: you can add camera settings information, such as camera serial number, make, model,
date and time of production, shutter speed and aperture. -Geotag: record GPS data. -Exposure settings: record the exposure settings, such as ISO speed, shutter speed, aperture, flash used, exposure mode, flash mode, etc. -Metering information: record the metering information such as the number of light detecting points. -Flash settings: record the

flash settings, such as flash active time, flash mode, flash mode, etc. -Voltage/current: record voltage and current when photographing, flash mode, flash mode, etc. -Energy source: record the energy source, such as type of electronic source, E-M1 and Olympus E-M1 etc. -Device manufacturer: record the device manufacturer, such as Canon, Nikon,
Olympus,
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------------------------------- * Unlimited photo data adding. * Export user's specified data as a standard XML format file and a TAR file. * Export interface for exporting to the database and import interface for importing. * To record the GPS data, latitude, longitude, altitude, direction, speed for 6, 12, and 18 hours. * PowerExif also can be used to
edit Exif data types according to user's requirement. * Many powerful interface feature for editing. * Many powerful view modes. * EXIF version 2.21. * PowerExif is portable, its installation file is 20 MB. * Easy to operate. * Supports all languages, and multi-language editing. * Support Unicode, Uncode and UTF-8. * Many powerful features. *

User can edit and modify to Exif data and add restriction tags. * Save more then 60,000 characters. Turbopixx is a professional image editor and a PDF creator from Microsoft. It is designed for creating brochures, magazines, catalogs, leaflets and small books. It easily supports multiple page templates and a full page opening frame mode. Turbopixx
allows you to edit, merge and crop images and make new PDF documents with a single click. It is easy to get started and features many tools that make working fast and easy. Nowadays, many users are using many tools which gives them more functions than just a single program. And using a single application you will have many functions, and you
will miss something you might really want, but in many of the softwares that is now available you have to switch between applications to carry out different functions. Not only that, but the applications are generally not made by the same company, so you must have to know how to use multiple applications. In order to get around this problem, many

software companies have started creating a package that bundles several of their applications together, so you have just one application to use and you will be able to use all their programs together. The Image Editor is a software package that includes an image editor, a drawing editor and a design tool. It supports PSD, EPS, BMP, GIF, JPG, and
PNG files. You can even use it to edit and preview digital camera images. Its logo drawing function lets you draw vector logos of any kind, and gives you the option of using scanned or digital artwork. This means you can take a 09e8f5149f
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■ PowerExif has provided lots of stunning features and functions for managing and editing Exif data. ■ The user-defined up to 60,000 characters in the Exif data. ■ It allows users to freely edit & modify digital camera Exif data. ■ It is perfectly compatible with most of the image browsers, editors and managers. ■ Users can add, modify, delete or
view various types of tags according to their requirements. ■ It supports multi-language data typing (UNICODE and UTF-8) ■ PowerExif uses a intuitive and easy-to-use interface. ■ PowerExif provides editor functions (batch process and delete/add text etc.) for amending digital camera Exif data. ■ PowerExif can export digital camera Exif data
as a standard XML format file or a TEMP format file. ■ PowerExif can also export Exif data to a TEMP file as a template file. ■ It allows users to import Exif data from a template file or a TEMP file. ■ It supports image formats such as JPG, JPEG, BMP, PNG, TIFF and RAW format. ■ PowerExif uses a robust editor for Exif data, supports
32-bit fonts, support multi-language formatting. ■ It allows users to view Exif data by the Exif version and Exif data type. ■ It allows viewing Exif data's comments, allowing editing or deleting the comments. ■ It supports "XMP Tags Editor" function for setting or getting the metadata. ■ It supports multiple image resolution. ■ PowerExif is a
powerful tool of managing digital camera Exif data. ■ PowerExif will be a most powerful assistant for managing Exif data. ■ PowerExif is a powerful tool of managing digital camera Exif data. ■ PowerExif Professional ■ Exif 1.2.2 is a most important update of Exif standard. A lot of powerful features of Exif 2.0 or Exif 2.1 is provided by
PowerExif. ■ PowerExif enables users to freely edit Exif data in images. Users can add various types of tags to the Exif data, modify them by deleting or modifying the content. ■ PowerExif supports 32-bit fonts. Users can change Exif data's font by font size and font color. ■ PowerExif is a most suitable tool for browsing Exif data

What's New In?

* Edit Exif data of image files(almost all digicam and scanner can export Exif data, e.g. digital camera, scanner, film) * Save maximum 60,000 characters in Exif, plus the capability to add/edit new information to/from Exif files. * Save images to Mac, Windows file system as a template file * Batch process and import/export features, different
formats support * Add/edit/delete all standard Exif 2.21 standard tags * Supports Exif, Adobe, TIFF, JP2, JBIG2, JPG, RAW, TIFF All iTunes music/movie/podcast/audios,video files, folders etc.. can be transfered into a CD in MP4 format. Our product can transfer iTunes video files/movies and audiobooks into a video CD, a DVD, or a Blu-ray
disc, which can be played on your laptop/desktop computer, iPod, iPod touch, iPhone, iPad, Apple TV, iPods/iPads etc.. If you have a car, our product can give you a car CD to listen to music or watch videos, this is far more convenient than using a tape player. If you are a student, you can take an audio/video class with our products and use them to
listen to music and watch videos. If you do not have a CD player, you can use our products to create your own music and video CD. If you like to listen to your own music, we offer over 200,000 high-quality songs to listen to. If you love watching movies, our products can give you a video DVD, a Blu-ray disc or a 2D/3D Blu-ray disc to watch, or a
video CD or a DVD player. If you are a drummer, you can keep your beat by using our products, they can even be used to teach your girlfriend or wife how to dance. If you are a composer, you can compose music, even if your wife and family don't like it, with our products, music doesn't get in the way of your work. If you are a choreographer, our
products can turn your body, brain and soul into a masterpiece, by giving you an animation movie and a DVD. If you are a painter, you can use our products to create a beautiful painting, even if your family and friends don't like it. We are
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System Requirements:

Supported OS: Windows 10 64-bit, Windows 8 64-bit, Windows 7 64-bit, Windows Vista 64-bit CPU: Dual core processor (2.8 GHz) or faster is recommended for best experience Memory: 2 GB RAM HDD: 1.5 GB available space Minimum System Requirements: Requires DirectX 11 compatible video card Additional Requirements: Requires
64-bit drivers (if supported) You can visit the official site for more information.Last
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